
NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 

Open Test – 2020-21 
Class:  IV  Subject:-English -I Full Marks: 20 

 

I. Write down the poem"The Veggy Lion" or "Make room for an 
elephant".(6 lines) 6Marks 

 

II. Tick the correct answers.(1x3=3) 
 

1. Mini and Vijay were excited because 

a. they were going to school. 

b. their parents were away. 

c. Uncle Anand was going to look after them. 
2. Uncle Anand questioned the children's directions because he 

a. thought they were going the wrong way. 

b. did not like to take directions. 

c. was not a confident driver. 
3. They liked Uncle Anand because he 

a. thought of exciting things to do. 

b. would drive them to school. 

c. was a film director. 

III. Write the word meanings.(1x2=2) 

a. Come over. 

b. Vintage cars. 

IV.Unscramble the following words and write them correctly.(1x3=3) 

1. asthm. 

2. skboo. 

3. smus. 
V.  Answer the following question.(2x3=6) 

1. How did he feel on seeing the Maths paper? 

2. Why did Raghu keep saying,"it was supposed to be English."? 

3. Why was Raghu looking forward to the English exam? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 

Open Test – 2020-21 
Class:  IV  Subject:-English -II Full Marks: 20 

1. What is a sentence?  2 

2. Write each set of words in alphabetical order.1X5=5 
 

I. zebra eagle panda tortoise 

II. share skip send smell 

III. praise pretty prove prize 

IV. cherry cheek cheat chess 

V. stamp stage start stairs 
 

3. Put a tick (√) against those groups of words which are sentences 
and a cross(X) against those which are not.1X 7= 7 

 

a) Come in. 

b) With a ball. 

c) Bring a glass of water. 

d) The baby was sleeping soundly. 

e) Talking is she loudly. 

f) It is very pleasant today. 

g) It not like much chocolates. 
 

4. Rewrite the following groups of words as sentences. Begin 
each sentence with capital letter.Put a full stop (.) at the end of 

each sentence:1X6= 6 
 

a) is night the dark very 
b) colour raibow has the seven 

c) afraid am of I not darkness 

d) do cinderella cooking had all cleaning and to the 

e) on dinosaurs longer exist no earth the 

f) is market there in the crowd large a 
 



NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 

Open Test – 2020-21 

Class:  IV Subject:-Science    Full Marks: 20 
 

A. Tick the correct answer.       (1x5=5) 
1. Eggs, fish, cheese, peas and pulses are called---- 

a) Energy-giving foods   b) Body-building foods c) Protective foods 
2. These are protective foods---- 

a) Bread and butter b) Peas and pulses c) Fruits and vegetables 
3. Calcium, potassium, sodium, iodine and iron are examples of---- 

a) Vitamins     b) Minerals    c) Carbohydrates 

4. From the mouth the food passes through the food pipe into the---- 
a) Small intestine      b) Large intestine     c) Stomach 

5. Do not wash vegetables and fruits---- 
a) Before eating them      b) After cutting them     c)Ever 

B. Write T for True or F for False. (1x5=5) 
1. The molecules of solids are held together very loosely. 
2. Liquids do not have a fixed volume. 
3. Water changes into water vapour when it is frozen. 
4. In a water-sugar solution, water is the solute. 
5. Sugar is soluble in water. 
C. Fill in the blanks.       (1x4=4) 
1.   ,  and  are getting polluted 

because of increasing population. 

2. Coal, petrol and diesel release  on burning. 
3.   waste and  waste should be disposed off separately. 
4.   bags stop the flow of water in the drains. 
D. Write short answers.       (2x3=6) 
a. Name two diseases that are caused due to polluted water. 
b. Name two things that can be recycled. 
c. When do accidents happen in school? 

 

 

 

 

NOTRE DAME HOLY CROSS HIGH SCHOOL 

Open Test – 2020-21 

Class:  IV Subject:-S. Studies    Full Marks: 20 

 

I. Fill in the blanks: 4 

1. The  of  a  map  explains  what  the  colour  and  symbols  used  

on  it represents. 
2.   ,  and  are  the  three  neighbours  of  India. 

3. India  lies  in  Asia. 

4. The  top  flat  point  is  known  as  the  and the bottom 
flat point is the 

5. An______is a book of map. 

II. Tick the correct answers:( ½X4=2) 

1. On a map, blue would usually represents 
a) water. b).plain 

2. This can depict places in more details: 

a) a  globe. b). a map 

I. 3. The Arabian sea lies in the  

a). West b). East 

4. The capital of Sikkim is  
a).  Jaipur. b).  Gangtok 

 

III. Answer  the  following  questions: ( 2 x 5 = 10) 
1. How are maps more useful than globes? 

2. How many States and Union Territories does India have? 

3. Name the neighbouring countries of India? 

4. What are the main features of India? 
5. What are some different types of Map? 

IV.  Describe the following:(2X2=4) 

1. Colours and symbols 
2. Scale of a map. 
 






